
Law Enforcement and City Councilman General Meeting Outline Guide 
 

General Points to Cover 
 
Background 
AB 262:  
Law Passed in 2019. Gave Health Department greater authority to “do whatever they deem necessary” in a 
time of outbreak.  Outbreak counts as 3 or more.  Problem is there is no safety valve, no checks or balances 
put in place on their authority. 
 

1. Health “Orders” in San Francisco for 12 and up to get the new covid vaccine with OUT parental 
consent. 

2. Health “Orders” in Santa Clara County for all businesses, public government, volunteers, etc. to 
have a discriminatory vaccine “verification” system. 

3. Including reporting people not in compliance. 
4. Proposed New Law attempting to be passed as law making it a new crime to “protest” at vaccination 

sites such as schools. 
 

LAUSD for the Health Pass from Microsoft, is the preliminary to a digital vaccine passport for children.   
 
Long Beach- COLOR Platform, mass genomic surveillance platform, forcing parents to opt in and waive all 
legal and privacy rights.  (funded by the NIH and Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.) 
 
Vaccination clinics  
Popping up all over the state at schools. 
Inappropriately allowing 11 and up to get the shot. 

• Without proof of parental consent other than a phone call. 

• No parental ID required. 

• Informed Consent is not fully being given.  People are being marketed to as if the shots are fully 
approved. 

• ACIP (CDC advisory board) recently EUA Pfizer for Kids and the 12 and up EUA Approval. 
INCLUDING administration of all other vaccines at the same time, with ZERO safety data or 
studies on the interaction of all vaccines administered.  

 
#1 Issue is Vaccine Passport 

• Discuss the problem… 

• Infrastructure in place is far beyond the vaccine 

• Digital footprint and humans become a digital commodity 

• ALL things you need in life will be wrapped into the “vaccine passport.” 

• A mechanism of control to illicit compliance by leverage all your needs. (food, water, travel, banking, 
health, school, etc.) 

• The “internet of things” .  Smart cities encouraged to develop in Nevada with their own jurisdiction 
in the county, but outside of the county jurisdiction, rules, etc. 

 
EUA “Authorization” 
It is not approved.  It received approval FOR Emergency Use Authorization.  It is still experimental and 
investigational. It is still in clinical trials and does not expect clinical trials to be completed until 2022 or 2023. 
 
Initiating Vaccine Passports, Verification of Vaccination, Separation of Vaccinated/Unvaccinated 
Groups WITHOUT INFORMED CONSENT: 



Coercion, pressuring the people to get it in order to work, get a pay check, operate a business, go to school, 
go to college, travel, and more. All while it’s under an EUA status and not giving true informed consent and 
the option of free will and choice without any form of coercion.  An example of lacking informed consent is 
ingredient sm-102. Look up ingredient sm-102, released from the Massachusetts Health Department as an 
ingredient in the shot.  See “A SHOT HEARD AROUND THE WORLD” with almost 600 references for 
true informed consent. 
 
ASK: 

1) Pass an “urgency ordinance” at the City Level to ban any kind of vaccine passport or verification 
system in our city. 

2) We have received word that the Board of Supervisors at the county level are trying to pressure 
the cities to initiate vaccine verification.  ANY form of this is the beginning infrastructure to the 
digital passport. 

3) ASK the City Council bring forward this resolution in the form of an ordinance for the city.  If 
needed, take an middle step using the “informed consent” resolution. 

4) Police Chief/ Sheriff: ask to keep an open relationship and communication on these issues.   
a. Sheriffs are an elected position and part of the Executive Branch.  They have the ability 

to be “Constitutional Sheriffs” to protect the people from unlawful and unconstitutional 
laws, orders, or policies coming from the legislative branch or executive branch. 

b. Request law enforcement NOT enforce the vaccine verification. 
 
See Notes about Rolling Out Vaccine Verification Systems 
See Notes and Links to A Shot Heard Around the World 
See Resolution Proposals 
Lander County Passed Resolutions 
 


